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This paper usesan improvedmodelfor the plasmadistributionin Jupiter'smagnetosphere
to
determinethe lightion concentration
in the vicinityof the Io plasmatorusfrom whistlerdispersion
measurements.
The modelusedassumesthat the plasmais in diffusiveequilibriumunderthe actionof
centrifugal,
gravitational,
andambipolarelectricfieldforces.The studyprovidesan estimateof the
plasmaconcentration
at intermediate
andhighlatitudesalongfieldlinesthroughthe Io plasmatorus.
Themethodemployed
isto combine
theVoyagerI plasmawaveinstrument
whistlerobservations
with
the Voyager 1 plasmainstrumentheavy ion chargeconcentrations
throughoutthe Io torus to
determinethe lightion chargeconcentration
alongthe whistlerpropagation
paths.Becausethe light
ion sourceis probablyJupiter'sionosphere
andbecauseJupiter'satmosphere
is primarilyhydrogen,
the lightionsare takento be protons.Whistlersat 13L valuesbetweenL = 5.25 and L = 5.85 are

analyzed.
Valuesof NL2,thetotalnumber
of ionsperunitL multipied
byL2,arecalculated
andthe
ratioNL 2(protons)/NL
2(electrons)
isfoundto haveanaveragevalueof 0.2. Thisratiois usedto givea
rough estimatefor the ionosphericsourcestrength.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Voyager 1 plasma wave instrument observationof
lightning-generatedwhistlerstaken during the March, 1979
encounter of Jupiter have been employed in numerous
studiesinvolving Jupiter's inner magnetosphere[Gurnett et
al., 1979; Menietti and Gurnett, 1980; Gurnett et al., 1981;
Tokar et al., 1982]. Because the observed dispersionof the
whistler signal is related to the electron concentrationencountered by the wave as it travels from the ionosphereto
the spacecraft, the whistler observationscan be used to

investigatethe plasma concentrationin regionsnot directly
sampledby the spacecraft.In Tokar et al. [ 1982]the Voyager
whistler observations were combined with heavy ion
chargedparticle measurementsin the Io torus [Bagenaland
Sullivan, 1981], to determine the light ion charge concentration alongthe whistler propagationpaths. In the Tokar et al.
[1982] study, simple models were used for the plasma
distribution along the propagationpaths. In this paper, the
procedure is repeated by using an improved model for the
plasma distribution in the inner magnetosphere.The model

adopted,which treats a plasmain diffusiveequilibriumunder
the action of gravitational, centrifugal, and ambipolar elec-

Voyager 1 plasma and plasma wave instruments,descriptions of which can be found in Bridge et al. [1977] and Scarf
and Gurnett [1977], respectively.
2.

The observations used in this work were taken by the
Copyright 1982 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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THEORY

Observations of whistlers at earth and the theory of
whistlers is described in detail by Helliwell [1965]. Because
the whistler theory relevant to the problem at hand has
recently been discussedby Tokar et al. [1982], only a brief
summary will be given here.
Whistlers detected by the Voyager 1 plasmawave experiment exhibit the familiar decreasein frequency with increasing time which producesthe whistlingtone characteristicof
lightning-generatedwhistlers. The frequency-time structure

followstherelation
givenbyEckersley
[1935]:
t = D/X/• +
to, where t is the arrival time for frequency œ and D is a
constant called the dispersion. The whistlers observed at
Jupiter range in frequencyfrom 1 to 10 kHz. The frequencytime structurecan be reproducedby usingthe groupindex of
refraction of the whistler mode for field-alignedpropagation,

t/g, via the followingintegration[Gurnettet al., 1979]
t = -c

tric field forces, is similar to the models used by Angerami
and Thomas [1964] for the earth's ionosphere and magneto-

sphereand by Bagenal and Sullivan [1981]for Jupiter'sinner
magnetosphere.Although the results obtained in this paper
using the diffusive equilibrium model are qualitatively similar to the results given in Tokar et al. [1982], the procedure
followed possessesa self-consistencyabsentin the Tokar et
al. [1982] study. The cost of obtaining these results is the
added computationaldifficultyassociatedwith a self-consistent treatment and the absenceof a simple analytical representation for the plasma distribution.

WHISTLER

ngds

with

1 + «[fp2fg/f(fg
_f)2l

ng={1+[fp2/f(fg_
f)]}l/2

(1)

In (1), t is the arrivaltimefor frequencyf, fp, andfg arethe
electron plasma frequency and the electron gyrofrequency,
and the integral is along the magneticfield line from the
ionosphereto the spacecraft.The field-alignedpropagation
assumptiondoes not introduce a significanterror because
the group travel time of the whistleris relatively insensitive
to deviations of the wave vector away from the magnetic
field line [Helliwell, 1965]. The assumptionof field-aligned
propagationis also supportedby the ray tracingcalculations
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of Menietti and Gurnett [1980]. Because the whistler observations were made away from the equatorial region, the

path length along the field line s for the two extreme
frequencies of 1 and 10 kHz. Figure 1 correspondsto an
hemisphere from which the whistler originated must be electron concentration profile along the field line typical of
determined. This problem is resolvedby the fact that for one plasma distributionsalong field lines through the Io plasma
hemisphere the calculated dispersion, using the plasma torus. Referring to (1) we observe that if the whistler is
instrumentheavyion concentration
as the electronconcen- received by a spacecraftlocated at the magneticequator, the
tration, is greater than the observeddispersion.To calculate difference in the arrival time for the two frequencies is

totheshaded
areainFigure1.Fromt = D/X/f
fg the magneticfieldis assumed
to be dipolarwiththedipole proportional
moment adjusted to correspond closely with the Voyager
magnetometer measurements [Ness et al., 1979].
The reception time integral of (1) can be used to calculate
the whistler frequency-time structure if the plasma frequency (the electron concentration) along the propagationpath is
known. The free parameter in a model for the electron
concentration along the field line can be defined through the
requirement that the observed and calculated dispersions
agree. With this in mind, the Voyager plasma instrument
heavy ion (8 -< A/Z -< 64, where A/Z is the ion mass to charge
ratio) concentrations have been supplemented with a light
ion (A/Z < 8) concentration and extrapolated away from the
spacecraft trajectory by using a diffusive equilibrium model.
Assuming local charge neutrality, the electron concentration
is then known along the whistler propagation path. The
number of light ions along the propagation path is the free
parameter to be adjustedso that the computedand observed
whistler dispersionsagree.
Because this study is concerned with determining the light
ion concentration profile, which, when added to the Io torus
heavy ion concentration profile, produces the observed
whistler dispersion, it is desirable to obtain a measureof the
light ion contribution to the whistler dispersion. This mea-

sureis providedin Figure 1, whichshowsns as a functionof
2O
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+ to, it is seen that this area is essentially a measure of the
whistler dispersion. In the case shown, the light ion contribution to the total ion concentrationrangesfrom about 10%
at the magnetic equator to 100% for s greater than 2 Rj. It is
evident that the primary contribution to the whistler dispersion occurs at low latitudes where the heavy ions are the
dominant component of the ion population. Nevertheless,
Figure 1 indicates that a significantportion of the observed
whistler dispersionis due to propagationin the intermediate
and high-latituderegions.Becausethe light ions are the sole
component of the ion population, in these regions the light
ion profile determinesthe electron plasma frequency profile
for use in the evaluation of the group index of refraction.
3.

DIFFUSIVE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

To find the plasma distribution that gives the best fit to the
whistler dispersion, a prescription must be adopted for
extrapolating the ion concentrationalong the magneticfield
line from the whistler observationpoint to the ionosphere.
We use a model that describesa plasmain diffusiveequilibrium. The model is similar to that used by Bagenal and
Sullivan [1981] to extrapolate the heavy ion concentration
measured by the plasma instrument throughoutthe Io torus.
Angerami and Thomas [ 1964] first developed models of this
type in their study of the plasma distribution in earth's
ionosphere and magnetosphere.
The tilted-dipole geometry of the inner magnetosphere
used in this study is shown in Figure 2. The angle a between
the rotational and magneticequatorsis a function of longitude and attains its maximum magnitudeof 9.6øat systemIII
longitudesof 202ø and 22ø. The angle/3 is the anglebetween
the rotational equator and the centrifugal symmetry surface
defined by Hill et al. [1974]. In Jupiter's inner magnetosphere near the equatorial plane it is well known that the
centrifugal force plays the major role in determining the
equilibrium plasma configuration. Consequently, the position of the centrifugalsymmetry surfaceis near the point at
which the field-aligned component of the centrifugal force

vanishes.It is easilyshownthat thisrequirementleadsto the

equationsina = 3sin/3/[1
+ 4tan2/3]m, whichdetermines/3
given a. Since we are dealingwith smallangles,/3 = a/3.
0
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Fig. 1. This figure depicts the contribution of the light ions to
the whistler dispersion. Plotted as a function of s, the path length
along the field line, is the group index of refraction of the whistler

Figure 2 showsa plasma parcel constrainedto the magnetic field line and at the position (r, 0). To derive the diffusive
equilibrium model, we assume collisions have brought this
parcel and the surroundingplasma to thermal equilibrium.
Under such circumstanceswe can apply the Gibbs distribution from

classical

statistical

mechanics

to determine

the

mode,ttg,for the frequencies1 and 10kHz. The electronconcentra- average value of the concentration in the plasma parcel.
tion along the field line is similar to that shown in Figure 3. If the
(Alternative derivations of this model are given in Angerami
whistler is received at the magnetic equator, the area enclosedby
the two curves is a measure of the whistler dispersion.The largest and Thomas [1964] and Bagenal and Sullivan [1981].) Applycontribution to the dispersionoccursduringtravel near the equatori- ing the Gibbs distribution, the following is ascertained:if n(s)
al region where the heavy ions are the dominant component of the
denotesthe concentrationat a distances above the magnetic
ion population. Nevertheless, a significant contribution to the
equator along the field line, then n(s) = n0exp -(E(s)/kT),
whistler dispersionoccursduring travel throughintermediateand
where E(s) is the potential energy at position s, T is the
high latitude regions where the light ions are the only componentof
the ion population.
plasma temperature, and k is Boltzman's constant. In the
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Fig. 2. The inner magnetosphere
geometryusedin this studyis shownin this figure.The angleof inclinationof the
centrifugalsymmetry surface, /3, is approximatelya/3, where a is the angle between the rotational and magnetic
equators.The ambipolarelectric field is shown, as is a schematicrepresentationof the associatedchargelayers. The

plasmaparcelat position(r, 0) is influenced
by thegravitational
forceFg andthe centrifugal
forceFn. Assuming
the
plasmaparceland the surroundingplasmahave attainedthermodynamicequilibrium,the Gibbsdistributioncan be used
to determinethe plasmaconcentrationin the parcel.

model used in this study, the potential energy E(s) is centrifugalforces will confinethe heavy ions to the equatoricalculated by using the field-aligned components of the al region, while the electrons, due to their small mass, are
centrifugal, gravitational, and ambipolarelectric field forces. less affectedand can distributeuniformly alongthe field line.
The contribution of the magnetic mirror force to the energy The resulting charge separationcreatesan electric field that
is neglectedas the particle pitch angle distributionsare not pulls the ions away from the equatorial region and the
known. As discussedby Bagenal and Sullivan [1981], the electrons toward the equatorialregion. The electric field that
error introduced is small for the heavy ions in the torus remains when the steady state situation is reached is called
region. The error is greatest for the hot component of the an ambipolar electric field. A schematic drawing of the
electron population, a componentpresentonly for œ > 5.5. charge layers which produce the field is shown in Figure 2.
Scudder et al. [1981] quote the values TeHot= 625 eV and
r/Hot/r/Cold
= 0.0002 from the Voyager electron measurements at 5.5 Rj. Because only a small range in L is
•½::'i
SYMMETRy
/•½+'"M.½,G
NETIC
considered in this paper, these values are adopted for all
'2/,>
SURFACE
[/ø
EQUATOR
whistlers

with

L >

5.5.

•'• IONOSPHERE

It should be noted that the hot

electronsdo not play a large part in the plasmadistribution

•

due to their low concentrations.

The rotational and gravitational potential energies that
contribute to E(s) are determinedby the field-alignedcomponents of the centrifugal force Fn and the gravitational force

Fg; see Figure 2. At low latitudesthe centrifugalforce is
dominant, while at high latitudes the gravitational force is
dominant. For example, on an L = 6 field line for a = 9.6
degreesthe field-alignedcomponentsof the centrifugal and
the gravitational force are equal at 0 = 49ø. This angle
corresponds to a field-aligned distance of 1.7 Rj above
Jupiter's surface. The gravitational force has a negligible
effect on the plasmadistributionin the torus region(0 •< 20ø)
but can maintain a nonzero concentration

in the intermediate

and high latitude portions of the whistler propagationpath;
see Figure 3.
To understand the origin of the ambipolar electric field,
consider the original establishmentof a steady state inner
magnetosphere. As heavy ion-electron pairs are created
(e.g., by electron impact ionization of neutrals near Io) the
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Fig. 3. This figureshowsthe ion concentrationprofilesobtained
for the whistler observedat 0957 by usingthe diffusiveequilibrium
model. The resulting electron concentrationreproducesthe observed whistler dispersion.The heavy ions are closely confinedto
the centrifugal symmetry surface region, while the protons are
characterizedby a large scale height. The profiles do not possess
mirror symmetryaboutthe centrifugalsymmetrysurfacedue to the
anglebetweenthe rotationalandmagneticaxes.The positionwhere
the field-alignedcomponentsof the gravitational and centrifugal
forces are equal is shown, as is the spacecraftposition at the
whistler observation

time.
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The deviation from local charge neutrality is slight but
nonzero along the field line. When employing the Gibbs
distribution to derive the diffusive equilibrium model, the
ambipolar electric field's contribution to the potential energy
at the plasma parcel is included.
From the Gibbs distribution, the diffusive equilibrium
model for ion species i is

rti(s)=rtio exp

--

(A•bl•,int- A•bg,
i nt-ZieAqb)

(2)

where niois the referenceconcentrationat So,A•bn,iandAqbg,
i
are the changes in the centhfugal and gravitational potential
energies for speciesi referenced to s0, respectively, and •
is the change in the ambipolar electrostatic potential energy
referenced to s0.The ion temperatureis Ti and the ion charge

where T, m, and to are the species temperature, species
mass, and angular rotation rate of Jupiter, respectively,
(e.g., see Bagenal et al. [1980]), is smaller than the distance
of the spacecraft from the centrifugal symmetry surface. In
this regard, the joining of the whistler observations and the
heavy ion observations has served to demonstrate that the
plasma instrument has detected most speciesof heavy ions.
If this were not true, the number of protons required to
reproduce the observed dispersionsfor propagation paths
containing and not containing the bulk of the Io toms would
show striking differences.
4.

The

whistler

RESULTS

observations

have been combined

with the

heavy ion measurements by using the diffusive equilibrium
stateis Zi (e.g., for O2+, Z = 2). The heavyion tempera- model to determine the proton concentrationsfor 13 groups
tures, which range from 10 to 30 eV, and the reference of whistlers, correspondingto 61 individual whistlers, with L
concentrations are those measured by the plasma instrument values between 5.25 and 5.85 Rj. The whistlers are grouped
[Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981]. For simplicity, the species because whistlers occurring in rapid successionoften have
temperature is assumed to remain constant along the field nearly equal dispersions.For each whistler the dispersionis
line. Similarly, both the hot and cold electron components determined
by usingt = D/VT + to.Theindividual
whistler
are described by an equation like
dispersionsare then used to calculate an average dispersion

ne(s)= n•oexp

-

(•&n,e + •&g,e- e•&)

D and a dispersion
standard
deviationzXDfor eachgroup.
(3) Table 1 summarizes the whistler parameters. The first 11
whistler groups are characterized by dispersionsfrom about

These equations are coupled by the local charge neutrality
assumption

40 to 85 s Hz1/2,whilethelasttwogroupshavedispersions
on the orderof 240 to 300 s Hzm. The smalldispersion
groups correspond to northern hemisphere sources, while

ne(S
) = • Zini(S
)

(4) the large dispersion groups correspond to southern hemi-

i

Equations (2), (3), and (4) are combinedwith the whistler
theory to reproduce the frequency-time structure of the
observed whistler. The procedure is to vary niofor the light
ions until the computed dispersionagreeswith the observed
dispersion. Because Io is only known to contribute heavy
ions, the light ions probably originate in Jupiter's ionosphere. The light ions are assumedto be protons with a
temperature of 20 eV. While the whistler theory can be used
to define simultaneouslymore than one light ion speciesif
the relative concentrationsare known, one light ion species,
namely H +, is consistentwith an ionosphericsource in
Jupiter's atmospherethat is known to be primarily hydrogen. The 20 eV temperature is reasonable because, again
consideringonly the gravitational and centrifugalforces, on
an L -- 6 field line for a -- 9.6øan ionosphericproton with the
requisite 9 eV of field-aligned energy will escape the ionosphere and acquire a field-alignedenergy of 20 eV when it
reaches the equatorial region. Pitch angle scattering can
serve to prevent the proton from being absorbed in the
opposing ionosphere. Proton energies higher than 20 eV
would not significantly affect the results obtained in this
study as the light ion profile for a 20 eV temperature is
characterized by a large scale height; see Figure 3.
Before presenting the results the following unavoidable
defect in the diffusive equilibrium model is mentioned: only
ion concentrations correspondingto observed ions can be
extrapolated away from the spacecraft trajectory. Heavy
ions can remain undetected if the spacecraft is sufficiently
far away from the centrifugal symmetry surface. As an
example, at a few positions where whistlers were observed

sphere sources. A north (south) source has a propagation
path that does not (does) cross the centrifugal symmetry
surface.

This collection

of whistlers

differs from the whis-

tlers treated in Tokar et al. [1982] as follows: the first three
groups, corresponding to 27 whistlers, which were omitted
from the previous study becausetheir propagationpaths did
not lie in the heavy ion concentration grid, are included in
this study; the group observed at 0937 is not included here

because of an inconsistencyin the plasma instrument measurements at that time; and the final three groups, observed
at 1505, 1507, and 1511, withL values of 6.04, 6.06, and 6.10,
respectively, are omitted because the plasma instrument

could only obtain good data for these L values on the
inbound leg of the trajectory when the spacecraft was at
different longitudes. These whistlers are omitted because, as
will be mentioned later, a self-consistentemployment of the
diffusive equilibrium model does not allow a plasma number
density measurement for a given L value and a given
longitude to be used at a different longitude. However, an
estimate

of the ion concentration

at these L values can be

obtained from the results of the Tokar et al. [1982] study.
This estimate will be given shortly. Because the final three
groups were omitted, all whistler observationsand plasma
instrument measurementsused in this paper were made at
the same time.

The results obtained for the group observed at 0957 are
shown in Figure 3. The lightning stroke that generated this
group of whistlers was located in the northern hemisphere.
The spacecraftat this time was located slightly north of the
centrifugal symmetry surface. As can be seen, the five heavy
ion species detected by the plasma instrument are confined
by the centrifugal force to a region near the centrifugal
thescaleheightof SO2+, calculated
usingH = (2kT/3mw2)
•/2 symmetry surface. The close confinement is due to the fact
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TABLE
UT 1979,
Day 64
1023
1019
1016
1006
0957
0950
0948
0944
0940
0935
0931
0926
0913

Number of
Whistlers
1
6
20
11
2
3
1
1
8
2
1
1
4

1. Whistlers Analyzed

L Value
5.25
5.27
5.29
5.37
5.45
5.50
5.52
5.56
5.59
5.64
5.68
5.72
5.85

that this whistler group lies in the cold region of the torus (L
• 5.6). In the warm torus (L • 5.6), the heavy ion species
can extend as far as 2 Rj away from the centrifugal symmetry surface. The proton profile which, when added to the
heavy ion profile, reproduces the whistler frequency-time
structure is also shown in Figure 3. The proton profile is
characterized by a large scaleheight and is influencedby the
gravitational force at intermediate and high latitudes. Note
that the profiles do not possessmirror symmetry about the
centrifugal symmetry surface. This is due to the tilt of the
rotational and magnetic axes.
All

the results

obtained

are summarized

10,399

Magnetic
Latitude,
degrees
3.6
3.8
3.9
4.2
4.5
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.3

/•, Z•D, s Hz 1/2

8.7
8.7
8.8
8.9
9.2
9.3
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.6
9.6

72, 0
71,5
46, 6
71,8
83, 0
64, 9
38, 0
72, 0
48, 6
69, 12
72, 0
255, 0
269, 27

It shouldbe noted that the group at L = 5.68, which required
no light ions to reproduce the observed dispersion (see the

nextparagraph),
is givena lightion concentration
of 1 cm-3
outside of the Io torus to avoid computational difficulty.

In Figure5 the valuesof NL 2, thetotalnumberof ionsper
unit L multipliedby L 2, are shownfor the electronsandthe
protonsat the 13 L valuesanalyzed.The variationof NL 2
with L is an important quantity in radial diffusion studies

(e.g., seeRichardsonand Siscoe[1981].NL 2 is calculated
from the column density Nc of ions or electrons as follows:

Nc = Bof(n/B)ds

in the last two

figures. In Figure 4, the concentrationsare presented in the
form of a three-dimensional surface plot. The electron

Alpha,
degrees

NL 2 = 2'tr(Rj2L3Nc)

(5)

In (5) the integral is along the magnetic field line at the flux

concentrations are shown as a function of s, the distance
id7

along the field line from the magnetic equator, for the 13 L
values in Table 1. For all 13 groups, points of equal distance
away from the magnetic equator are connected by straight
lines. The high heavy ion concentration near the centrifugal
symmetry surface and the proton concentration at intermediate and high s values are clearly visible. The figure provides
a visual indication of the variation with L in the proton
concentration in the intermediate and high-latitude regions.

I

I

T

T

ELECT•S•
NL•

_

(Ro)

//,,,"'"

io•4

i033

I

I

I

5.6

5.8

6.0

6.2

RADIALDISTANCE
(Rj)

Fig. 5. In this figurethe valuesof NL 2, calculatedby using(5),
are shown for the electrons and protons as a function of radial

distance.The errorbarscorrespond
to the concentrations
obtained
over the rangeb - zXDto D + zXDin the groupdispersions.
For
averagegroup dispersion,the ratio NL2(protons)/NL2(electrons)
Fig. 4. In this figure, the electron concentrationcorresponding ranges from about 0 to 0.4, with an average value of 0.2. It shouldbe
to average group dispersionfor the 13 whistler L values is plotted as notedthatNL 2is calculated
by assuming
azimuthalsymmetry.With
a function of distance along the field line. Points of equal distance thesevaluesof NL 2 and (5) the columndensityNc at the longitude
along the field line are connectedby a straightline. The high heavy where the whistler was observed can be determined. The dotted line
ion concentration of the Io torus is evident as is the variation with L
between 5.64 and 5.72 Rj correspondsto the whistler group at 0957,
in the proton concentrationat intermediate and high latitudes. The
which reguired no light ions along the whistler propagationpath to
whistler group at L = 5.68, which required no protonsto reproduce reproducethe observeddispersion.The value of NL 2 at L = 6.05
the observeddispersion,is givena protonconcentration
of 1 cm-3 were not calculatedby usingthe diffusive equilibrium model. These
outside the torus to avoid computationaldifficulty.
values are estimates obtained from Tokar et al. [1982].
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tube, Bo is the equatorial magnetic field strengthat the flux
tube, and n and B are the particle concentrationsand the
magnetic field strength, respectively, along the field line.
Equation (5) is derived from the flux tube definition, BA =
constant. Note that the symbols RJ, L, and Nc have units

concentration that must be added to the Io plasma torus
heavy ion concentration in order that the observed and
calculated whistler dispersionsagree. The plasmaconcentration profiles along the whistler propagationpaths have been
determined

in a self consistent manner.

Because the centrif-

cm/Rj, Rj, andcm-2, respectively,
soNL2 hasdimensions ugal forces are large, it is hard to imagine plasma concentraof Jovian radii. In Figure 5, the error bars correspondto the

tion profiles that differ significantlyfrom those obtained by

concentrations
obtainedovertherangeD - AD to D + AD using the diffusive equilibrium model. This study provides a
in the groupdispersions.
NL2 valuesfor theaveragegroup good estimate of the intermediate and high latitude plasma
dispersionsare connectedby straightlines. The dotted line
in the proton values between L = 5.64 and L = 5.72
corresponds to the whistler group at L = 5.68, which
required no protons to reproduce the observed dispersion.
At this time, an explanationfor the unusualresultat L = 5.68

concentration in the Io torus region. Further information on
the plasma concentration in these regions will not be obtained until the Galileo spacecraftreachesJupiterlate in this

isnotknown.Forcompleteness,
theestimate
5 x 1035
Rj for
theprotonNL 2valueat L = 6.05,corresponding
to thethree
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whistler groups, is included in Figure 5. This estimate is
consistent with the NL 2 values calculated in Tokar et al.

[1982]and indicatesan increasein the protonNL2 value
from L - 5.85 to L = 6.05. The electron NL 2 value at L =
6.05 is also taken from Tokar et al. [1982].

The valuesof NL 2 shownin Figure5 are calculatedby
assuming azimuthal symmetry. It should be noted that the
diffusive equilibrium model and plasma number density
measurements for a given L value and a given longitude
cannot be used to calculate the plasma concentration at a
different longitude because the angle a is a function of
longitude; see Figure 2. Plasma number density measurements at one point on a magneticfield line for a givenL value
and a given longitude can be extrapolatedto the centrifugal
symmetry surfaceby using the diffusiveequilibriummodel.
However, this concentration is only valid at the given
longitude becausethe curvature of the dipole field line with
respect to the centrifugal symmetry surface varies with
longitude. Because this effect is small, the calculation of an

azimuthallyaveragedvaluefor NL2 is justified.Using(5)
andthe valuesof NL 2in Figure5, the columndensityNc at
the longitude of the whistler observationcan be determined.
5.

DISCUSSION

As was previouslymentioned,the light ions are probably
protons that originate at Jupiter's ionosphere.If the dominant diffusive mechanismoperatingin the Io torus region is

decade.

The Editor
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and J. Belcher for their assist-

ance in evaluating this paper.
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